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 Nigerian Institute of Food Science and 

Technology Honours Prof. Hafiz 
 

he Nigerian Institute of Food Science and 

Technology North West chapter on 

Sunday, 14
th

 December,2014 held a 

reception in honour of its chairman, Professor 

Hafiz Abubakar, MFR to share with him the joy 

of the recent  conferment of a National Honour 

(MFR) on him and his election as Deputy Vice-

Chancellor (Academics), Bayero University, 

Kano. 
 

Speaking on the occasion which took place at 

the Professor Rasheed Conference Room, 

Faculty of Science, Old Campus, the Vice-

Chancellor, Professor Abubakar Adamu 

Rasheed, mni, MFR said the University 

management was not surprised by both the 

conferment of the National Honour and the 

reception to honour Prof. Hafiz, saying ‘I 

believe it is the result of dedication to duty, 

commitment to service, honesty of purpose and 

above all the fear of Allah in all his 

undertakings’. 
 

He said the honour goes beyond Professor 

Hafiz, saying that it was an honour on BUK too. 

He thanked the institute for giving honour where 

it is due. 
 

Professor Rasheed took time to explain some of 

the modest achievements the University 

recorded in the last four years, saying that such 

feat was achieved because of the support he 

received from other management staff, Professor 

Hafiz Abubakar inclusive. 
 

He listed the establishment of the Centre for 

Dryland Agriculture, Centre for Biotechnology 

Research, Renewable Energy Centre, Centre for 

Qur’anic Studies and the establishment of 

College of Health Sciences, expansion of the 

Faculty of Medicine into four Faculties as some 

of the achievements. 
 

The Vice-Chancellor who presented a plaque to 

the celebrant on behalf of the Institute was 

grateful to them for honouring one of their own 

and assured them that the honour would surely 

go a long way towards gingering Professor 

Hafiz into doing more for the community and 

the society at large.  
 

Also speaking, Dean of the Faculty of 

Biomedical Science, Professor M. K. Atiku, said 

the recognition now being poured on Professor 

Hafiz should not surprise anyone, because 

according to him, those of them who worked 

closely with him knew that such a day of 

encomiums would definitely come, ‘and here we 

are’, he retorted.   
 

He said Professor Hafiz was a man of vision 

whom we often looked up to as a role model, 

adding that during his tenure as Board member 

of TETfund, representing the North West, he 

attracted so much to the zone for academic 

development. ‘The only word we can offer him 

is: may Allah continue to guide and elevate 

you’.  
 

The Kano State Commissioner for Project 

Monitoring, Alhaji Garba Diso, who led the 

Vice-Chairman and other councilors as well as 

other prominent politicians from Gwale Local 

Government who came to rejoice with Professor 

Hafiz also had some kind words for the 

celebrant who they regarded as their leader 

politically. 
 

Responding, Professor Hafiz thanked the 

Institute for the reception and took time to 
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explain to the audience the secret behind the 

current successes recorded at the Bayero 

University, saying, ‘We in BUK are very 

fortunate to have a Vice-Chancellor who is 

dedicated, foresighted, honest, sincere, a team 

player and, above all, one who embarked on 

staff development programme that is all 

inclusive.’ 
 

He assured the institute and his colleagues that 

National Honour (MFR) and his election as 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academics) of BUK 

would only spur him into rededicating himself to 

the service of his community, the society and the 

nation in general.     
 

Adoption of Indigenous Technology 

Remains the Only Panacea for Our Dev.                  

-  Engineers  
 

Engineers have called on the Government to 
encourage the policy of requiring industries to 

adopt indigenous technology provided by 

institutions of higher learning, if the nation’s 

dream of industrialization is to be realised. 
 

That was part of the resolutions contained in a 

communiqué issued at the end of a 2-day 

National Conference on Bridging the Gap 

between the Academia and Industry in Nigeria 

held at the Faculty of Engineering, BUK 

between 9
th

 and 11th December, 2014. 
 

The communiqué which was jointly signed by 

the Chairman of the Conference Local 

Organizing Committee, Professor M. H. Bichi, 

and Dr. S. S. Adamu, Chairman, Technical 

Committee identified the need to improve 

linkages between academia and industry through 

the establishment of industry-based internship 

programmes for engineering tutors, and also 

involve industry – based engineers to partake in 

lectures in some selected specialized courses in 

engineering curriculum. 
 

It also recommended that Academic research 

and development in engineering should be need-

driven and geared towards commercialization, 

adding that academics should encourage the use 

of e-learning facilities, such as e-learning 

platforms, virtual laboratories, etc, to enhance 

teaching and research. 
 

The communiqué also spoke of the need for 

engineering lecturers to be trained in 

enterpreneurship so that they could contribute in 

the enterpreneurship training of students. It also 

suggested the urgent need to look into the 

problems which hinder the take off-of the 

supervised industrial training for students in 

engineering (SITSE) programme. 
 

Finally, the conference observed the need to 

develop a National Award for Innovation in 

Engineering, to promote engineering excellence 

in both academia and industry. 
 

NUC Accreditation: Team Applauds 

Faculty of Agriculture 
   
The Accreditation Team to the Faculty of 

Agriculture has commended Bayero University, 

Kano for meeting the manpower and 

infrastructural standard in running the Faculty of 

Agriculture, saying that they were overwhelmed 

with what they saw during last week’s 

accreditation exercise. 
 

The Team Leader, Professor J. A. Ayoade, who 

stated this shortly after the accreditation 

exercise, said by their assessment, the 

curriculum, administrative requirements, 

academic regulations, programmes, library, 

environmental sanitation, e-library facilities and 

all other facilities inspected in the faculty had 

met the NUC standard. 
 

Professor Ayoade said the team was happy with 

the students/staff ratio and that the faculty was 

being managed by well qualified staff, saying 

that they were impressed with the manpower 

development; theaters, classes, laboratories and 

that about 50 percent of the academic staff are 
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PhD holders, with many of the remaining ones 

undergoing their PhD programmes. 
 

The team leader commended the management 

for allocating adequate funds to the faculty, 

saying however because of the magnitude of 

needs on consumable items and other expenses 

in the faculty, there was need for improved 

funding. 
 

He also advised the management to provide 

more green houses, increase livestock 

population and crop types, as well as a  museum 

as these would expose the students to so many 

agricultural advantages. 
 

The Deputy Vice Chancellor Academics, 

Professor Hafiz Abubakar, who stood in for the 

Vice Chancellor, Professor Abubakar Adamu 

Rasheed while receiving them in his office, 

shortly after the team members completed their 

assignment, said the management would adhere 

to the advices given by the NUC accreditation 

team, stating also that it would execute more 

projects in the faculty, especially because of the 

establishment of the Centre for Dryland 

Agriculture. He thanked the team for giving an 

honest assessment of the faculty. 
 

Why BUK is Producing Varsity Vice-

Chancellors - Prof. Rasheed 
 

For being in the forefront of producing Vice-

Chancellors of Nigerian Universities, Bayero 

University is gradually becoming a pacesetting 

citadel of learning in the country.  This was 

disclosed by the Vice-Chancellor, Professor 

Abubakar Adamu Rasheed, mni, MFR. 
 

Speaking at the formal presentation of a Book 

titled, ‘Islam: The Spark of Global Civilization’ 

(How Islam Spearheaded the Evolution of 

Modern Civilization) co-authored by five 

academic staff of BUK, Professor Rasheed said 

the leading role BUK is assuming might not be 

unconnected with the quality of staff 

development and academic training being given 

by the University.  He assured that such 

academic exploits would be sustained. 
 

The Vice-Chancellor stated that teaching, 

research and knowledge dissemination are what 

universities do, saying that the book presented is 

a compendium of knowledge dissemination 

which was why ‘we in BUK will continue to 

support and encourage academic staff to write 

not just books but quality books that seek to 

disseminate knowledge to both students and the 

larger society.’  
 

He commended the authors of the book for 

taking the pains to conduct research and write a 

book on the role of Islam in the evolution of 

modern civilization and hoped that the book 

would be of immense benefit to humanity.  
 

Professor Rasheed said as part of the 

University’s efforts to encourage dialogue and 

religious harmony, a Centre for Islamic 

Civilization and Interfaith would be constructed 

next year all aimed at entrenching peace through 

religious dialogue among the major religions in 

the country. 
 

Presenting the book to the public, the Deputy 

Governor of Kano State, Dr. Abdullahi Umar 

Ganduje, represented by Commissioner for 

Budget and Planning, Surveyor Nadu Yahaya, 

commended the authors for writing a well 

researched book that would enrich the 

knowledge of humanity on Islam’s leading role 

in the evolution of modern civilization. 

 

Dr. Ganduje challenged academics to always 

come up with books of such nature as part of 

their callings, as repositors and disseminators of 

knowledge.   

 

He launched the book with a personal donation 

of 100,000 naira and promised to convey to the 

Vice-Chancellor, Professor Abubakar Adamu 

Rasheed, the Deputy Governor’s donation. 
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Also speaking, the chairman of the occasion, 

former Vice-Chancellor of BUK, Professor 
Ibrahim Umar, said the book would surely serve 

as a resource material to students of Islamic 

history and civilization. 
 

He also said those who did not know the 

relationship between Science and Islam would 

find the book useful for it would educate them in 

that area.  
 

The co-authors of the book are Professor Oumar 

Al-Moubarak Adoum, Dr. L. D. Fagwalawa, 

Malam Abdullahi Yahaya and Malam Yakubu 

Bello Tyav while Professor Aliyu Dauda of 

Education edited the work. 
 

BUK Alumni to Build 250 Capacity 

Lecture Theatre  
 

Bayero University Chapter of Alumni 

Association has pledged to build an Alumni 

Centre and a 250 Capacity Theatre as part of 

efforts to complement the good work of the 

University management. 
 

National President of the Association, Alhaji 

Muhammad Dattijo Usman made the disclosure 

during a courtesy call on the Vice-Chancellor, 

Professor Abubakar Adamu Rasheed, mni, MFR 

on Thursday, 11
th

 December, 2014 at the 

conference room of the Physical Planning Unit. 
 

He said no responsible Alumni would fold its 

arms and watch the tremendous development 

going on in its Alma Mater without 

complementing such good works, adding that 

‘we in the alumni will continue to support, assist 

and even encourage BUK management in its 

determined efforts to turn the University into a 

world class citadel of learning that will be the 

envy of its contemporaries.’ 
 

‘We are very happy with the level of 

development going on in the University both in 

terms of infrastructure and academics and thank 

the Vice-Chancellor for the feat.’ 

Alhaji Dattijo stated that as part of efforts to 

raise money for the construction of the Alumni 

Centre, ‘We are planning to hold a Fund Raising 

Dinner at a date to be decided after the 2015 

general elections, where not only alumni of 

BUK, but also friends of the University can 

donate generously for the all important projects.’  
   
He also told the Vice-Chancellor that the 

association had been fully registered with the 

Corporate Affairs Commission, had a functional 

Website and had also succeeded in establishing 

four chapters – Federal Capital Territory, Niger, 

Katsina and Kebbi states, assuring that before 

the middle of next year the chapters would be 

raised to 10, God willing. 
 

Responding, the Vice-Chancellor, Professor 

Abubakar Adamu Rasheed, thanked the 

leadership of the Alumni for taking the pains to 

visit BUK not only for the purpose of holding 

their meeting, but also to see what the 

management was doing to reposition the 

University. 
 

Professor Rasheed took time to explain to them 

some of the modest achievements recorded in 

the last three years, including the establishment 

of some new academic centres like Dryland 

Agriculture, Qur’anic Studies, Biotechnology, 

Renewable Energy research as well as the 

introduction of about twenty one part-time 

degree programmes including Nursing. 
 

He said the Centre for Qur’anic Studies was 

aimed at, apart from conducting research in 

Qur’anic studies, integrating Qur’anic 

memorizers and other Ulamas into the nation’s 

scheme of things through taking courses both in 

Qur’anic science, Arabic, English and at the end 

of the training courses certificates would be 

issued to them. ‘That way the issue of Almajiri 

syndrome will be reduced if not totally 

redressed.’ 
 

The Vice-Chancellor thanked the alumni 

leadership for its concern over the progress of 
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the University, assuring that ‘we in the 

management will continue to do our best to 

reposition the University and make it in tune 

with international standard.’   

 

Staff Games to be Restructured – Sports 

Directorate 
 

The Sports Directorate has expressed its 

unwavering determination to restructure staff 

games in order to broaden staff interests and 

encourage participation in various sporting 

activities by staff of the University. 
 

The new Sports Director, Malam Tijjani Ahmed 

Salisu Sa’id, disclosed this last week during a 

novelty match organized by staff football team 

between senior and junior staff to congratulate 

him and Dr. M. Y. Waziri, who were appointed 

Sports Director and Deputy Sports Director, 

respectively by the Vice Chancellor. 
 

The Sports Director unveiled his Directorate’s 

plan to reinvigorate sporting activities among 

staff and students and design a comprehensive 

blueprint that would engage them to compete in 

various categories of games. 
 

“An office will be created to take care of 

activities of staff sports,” he added. 
 

Former WAUG President, Professor Lasun 

Emiola, who was also at the venue, advocated 

the need for the Sports Directorate to appoint 

team managers in each game and they should be 

selected among the staff, whose skills and 

competence in managing games are 

unquestionable. 
 

He particularly expressed appreciation over the 

way and manner staff football team used to 

organize such novelty matches. 
 

Also speaking, Professor Oyerinde, of the 

Department of Physical and Health Education, 

said participation in sports expands mental 

capacity, strengthens social relationship and 

improves health condition. He urged all staff to 

engage themselves in a particular game of 

interest so that excessive work stress would be 

reduced. 
 

The match ended 2-0 in favour of junior staff 

with goals from Murtala Ibrahim of Publications 

and Documentation Division and Malam Ubale 

of the Security Division. 
 

The match was played in such a way that SSANU, 

ASUU and NAAT formed senior staff category 

while all NASU players remained in junior staff 

team.  
 

Similarly, BUK community players defeated BUK 

staff 3 – 1 on Friday last week in another friendly 

match to congratulate the duo on their appointments.  
 

Quality of Leaders in 2015 Elections May 

Determine Nigeria’s Unity – Malam Rogo 
 

Nigerians have been advised to elect credible 

leaders that will reposition the country as strong 

and viable entity and resist any attempt to be 

used to rig election at all levels, Malam Idris 

Salisu Rogo, of the Institute of Continuing 

Education, has suggested. 
 

Speaking at the Faculty of Education Muslim 

Students Association (FEMSA) lecture series 

held on Tuesday, 16
th

 December, 2014 at the 

New Hall, B.UK, titled: Good Governance and 

Social Re-orientation: The Panacea to 

Insurgency and Terrorism in Nigeria,  Malam 

Rogo explained that “quality of leaders we elect 

in 2015 is very crucial to the unity and stability 

of the country.” 
 

While speaking on the insurgency bedeviling the 

country, the Guest Speaker said government 

could address the menace by empowering the 

youth through initiating programmes and 

projects that would discourage their financial 

dependency rather than being allowed to be used 

as thugs by selfish and unpatriotic people. 
 

The democratic system and transformation of 

the socio-economic conditions of Nigerians, he 

said, must be based on social justice, 
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transparency, accountability and the rule of law 

regardless of tribal, ethnic and religious 

affiliations. 
 

Malam Rogo added that the World Bank’s 

project on Nigerian Universities under the guise 

of Nigeria University System Innovation Project 

(NUSIP) whose objectives include 

government’s withdrawal of funding 

universities, shifting financial responsibilities to 

students was disastrous to tertiary education. He 

said quality of education at all levels remained 

sacrosanct to the unity, security and 

development of Nigeria. 
 

Department of Infor. Tech. Gets HOD 
 

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Abubakar 

Adamu Rasheed, mni, MFR has approved the 

appointment of Dr. Abdulwahab Lawan as Head 

of Department of Information Technology for 

two years with effect from 15
th

  December, 

2014. 
 

A letter dated 11
th

 December, 2014 called on the 

HOD to “give sound academic and 

administrative leadership to the department.” 
 

Central Stores & Purchasing Unit 
 

Notice of 2014 Annual 

 Stocktaking Exercise 
 

The Chief Stores Officer, Rabi’u Hussain Sagagi 

wishes to inform all Deans, Directors, and 

HODs that the 2014 Annual Stocktaking 

Exercise is scheduled to hold between 5
th

 and 

16
th

 January, 2015. 
 

In a circular reference BUK/CSPD/ST.55/2014 

dated 15
th

 December, 2014, he reminds all 

Deans, Directors and HOD’s of Faculties and 

Department that normal stores service will be 

suspended for the duration of the exercise. 

Stores services will resume as soon as the 

exercise is over. 

 

Disinfection & Fumigation in the University 
  
This is to bring to the notice of the University 

community that the Technical Department of the 

National Support Programme will carry out the 

disinfection and fumigation of the University 

offices, hotels, principal officers quarters and 

the environment. 
 

A statement signed by Director, Maintenance 

Services Department, Engr. Bashir Dan’Umma 

said all staff and students are expected to give 

the team all the necessary cooperation for a 

successful exercise which is expected to last for 

one week. The technical officers to carry out the 

fumigation exercise are: Mr. Lekan Ogunde, Mr. 

Gabriel Eze, Felix Okeke and Malam Musa 

Abdullahi. 
 

Please extend all the necessary support to them.  
 

Department of Islamic Law 
 

Orientation For New Staff: 
 

The Department of Islamic Law is organizing an 

orientation workshop for a new members of staff 

in the Department. The programme is scheduled 

as follows: 

 

Topics Presenters: 

 Teaching – Prof. Muhammad Rabi’u  

 Examinations – Dr. N. A. Ahmad  

 Publishing – Dr. R. S. Shatsari  

 Relationship with students – Dr. Mamman 

Lawan 

 Relationship with staff – Dr. U. M. Shu’aib 

 

Chairman: Prof. M. L. Suleiman  

 

Date:   Friday, 19
th

 December, 2014  

Time:     2:30pm  
 

Venue:   Departmental Seminar Room (AD-22) 

 
 

SEMINARS 
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The following College(s)/ Centre(s)/ Faculties 

and Departments invite the University 

Community to their seminars, scheduled as 

follows: 
 

Department of Agricultural Engineering: M. 

Eng Internal Defence Seminar 
Presenter: Mu’azu Dantala Zakari 

(SPS/11/MAE/0006) 
Topic: Yield and Water Use Response of 

Tomato (Cycopersium SPP) to Deficit Irrigation 

and Mulching Practice in Kano River Irrigation 

Project (KRIP), Kadawa. 

Chairman: Prof. M. L. Suleiman  
 

Date:   Monday, 15
th

 December, 2014  

Time:     10:00am  
 

Venue:   Level 500 (Agric Engineering) 
 

Department of Education: Ph.D Seminar 

Series (2014) 
Presenter 1: Danladi Sa’adu Ibrahim  
Topic: Validation of Instrument on Assessing 

Senior Secondary Teachers’ Attitude, 

Knowledge and Skills on Utilization of 

Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) in Teaching in Kano State and Jigawa. 
 

Presenter 2: Tiza Moses Atsua 
Topic: Relationship between Performance in 

SSCE, UTME, and Post-UTME and University 

Academic Achievement. 

Supervisor: Prof. Kabiru Isyaku  

Discussants: Prof. M. Y. Bichi and Prof. M. I. 

Yakasai 
 

Date:   Wednesday 24
th

 December, 2014  

Time:     12:00noon to 1:00pm  
 

Venue:   Faculty Common Room  

 

International Institute of Islamic Banking & 

Finance: IIIBF M.Sc Proposals Defence 

Candidate 1: Abubakar Salisu  

(SPS/12/MIF/0003) 
Topic: Assessment of the Satisfaction of 

Customers on Islamic Banking Products and 

Services (A Case Study of Ja’iz Bank Plc, 

Katsina State Nigeria). 
 

Candidate 2: Tasi’u Tijjani Sabi’u 

(SPS/12/MIF/0016) 
Topic: ‘An Assessment of Customers’ 

Satisfaction of Ja’iz Banking Products and 

Services, in Kano Metropolis, Nigeria.’ 
 

Candidate 3: Aminu Salisu 

(SPS/12/MIF/00009) 
Topic: Potentialities of Bai-Salam in Financing 

Agriculture in Nigeria (A Case Study of Kura 

Local Government Area of Kano State). 

Chairman: Prof. Kabir Isah Dandago 

Discussant: Dr. Kabir TAhir Hamid 
 
 

Date:   18
th

 December, 2014  

Time:     10:00am  
 

Venue:   IIIBF Conference Room. 
 

Department of Economics: Ph.D Proposal 

Defence 
Presenter 1: Cornelius N. Kwanga 

(SPS/11/PEC/00001) 

Topic: Trade and Poverty Alleviation – 

Empirical from Nigeria: 1981 - 2013. 
 

Presenter 2: Fatima Binta Haruna  

(SPS/11/PEC/00014) 

Topic: Ana Analysis of the Challenges Facing 

Women Entrepreneurs in Accessing Micro 

Finance Banks Credit in Bauchi State. 

Chairman: Dr. Mustapha Mukhtar 
 

Date:   Monday, 22
nd

 December, 2014  

Time:     10:00am prompt 
 

Venue:   M.Sc Lecture Hall 
 

Institute of Continuing Education (ICE): 
Seminar Presentation  
Presenter: Umar Jibrilu Gwandu  
Topic: News Management in Nigeria: An 

Analysis of Governor Danbaba Suntai’s Spin 

Doctors’ Strategies. 

 



  

Chairman: Dr. Salisu Shehu 
 

Date:   Wednesday, 23
rd

 December, 2014  

Time:     10:00am  
 

Venue:   ICE Conference Hall, Institute of 

Continuing Education, Kofar Dawanau Opp. 

Aminu Kano Waya  
 

Department of Arabic: INVITATION FOR 

M. A. ARABIC THESIS DEFENCE 

Group I: 

(A) Candidates:  
1. Yakubu Hamza– SPS/10/MAR/00004 (M.A) 

2. Muhammad Mujtaba Abdullahi - 

SPS/10/MAR/00010 (M.A) 

3. Usman Abubakar Mu’azu - 

SPS/10/MAR/00028 (M.A) 

4. Hamza Ymar Nuhu - SPS/10/MAR/00015 

(M.A) 
 

(B) Supervisors: 

1. Dr. M. H. Isma’il  

2. Prof. A. M. Dawood  

3. Dr. M. A. Auwal  

4. Dr. M. A. Dawood  
 

(C) Internal Examiners: 

1. Dr. M. A. Auwal  

2. Dr. I. A. Makari 

3. Dr. Rabi’u Sa’ad 

4. Prof. M. S. Khamisu  
 

(D) External Examiner: 

1. Dr. Y. S. Imam, Department of Arabic, 

Ahmadu Bello University Zaria. 

DATE: 23
rd

 December, 2014 
 

Group II: 
 

(A) Candidates:  
1. Jabir Alhassan Abdussalam – 

SPS/10/MAR/00018 (M.A) 

2. Abdulhafees Sulayman – 

SPS/10/MAR/00020 (M.A). 

3. Muhammad Bashir Muhammad – 

SPS/10/MAR/00009 (M.A). 

4. Abubakar Idris Sarkin Kudu – 

SPS/10/MAR/00005 (M.A). 

5. Hauwa Ado – SPS/10/MAR/00019 (M.A) 
 

(B) Supervisors: 

1. Dr. S. U. Kabara 

2. Dr. M. H. Isma’il 

3. Prof. Sarki Ibrahim 

4. Prof. M. T. Sayid  

5. Dr. A. M. Salisu 
 

(C) Internal Examiners: 

1. Dr. M. S. Kabara 

2. Dr. I. A. Makari  

3. Dr. Rabi’u Sa’ad  

4. Dr. S. U. Ahmad 

5. Prof. M. T. Sayid  
 

(D) External Examiner: 

1. Prof. A. B. Agaka, Department of Arabic, 

Usman Danfodiyo University Sokoto. 

DATE: Wednesday 24
th

 December, 2014 
 

Group III: 

 (A) Candidates:  
1. Binta Muhammad Tukur – 

SPS/10/MAR/00012 (M.A) 

2. Muhammad Isnan Sulaiman – 

SPS/10/MAR/00028 (M.A) 
 

(B) Supervisors: 

1. Dr. A. M. Salisu  

2. Prof. A. M. Salisu  
 

(C) Internal Examiners: 

1. Dr. S. U. Ahmad  

2. Dr. M. H. Isma’il  

 

(D) External Examiner: 

1. Dr. A. A. Ja’afar Department of Arabic 

Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. 

DATE: 29
th

 December, 2014 
 
 

Time:     9:00am  
 

Venue:   A. 03 Seminar Room (New Campus) 
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Department of Private & Commercial Law: 
Seminar Presentation 
Presenter 1: Sani Ibrahim Shehu 

Topic: Euthanasia and right to die: The need 

for Legal Framework in Nigeria. 

Chairman: Dr. Mamman Lawal Yusufari, 

Department of Islamic Law, BUK. 

Discussant: Prof. M. Borodo, Faculty of 

Medicine, BUK. 

 

Presenter 2: Sakariyya Mustapha 

Topic: Islamic Banking Operations and the 

Inadequacies in Nigerian Banking Regulations: 

The Imperative for Reform. 

Chairman: Dr. Mamman Lawal Yusufari, 

Department of Islamic Law, BUK. 

Discussant: Dr. Nasiru Ahmad, Islamic Law 

Department, BUK. 
 
 

Date:   Wednesday, 24
th

 December, 2014  

Time:     10:00am and 12:00pm 
 

Venue:   Faculty of Law Conference Room 

(AD/42). 
 

Department of Physics: M.Sc Seminar 

Presentation 

Presenter: Muhammad Yusuf  

(SPS/11/MPY/00017) 

Topic: Geoelectric Investigation of Subsurface 

Condition of Sharada Industrial Estate Phase II, 

Kano Nigeria  . 
 

Chairman: Dr. M. O. Aku 
 

Date:   Thursday, 8
th

 January, 2014  

Time:     10:00am prompt 
 

Venue:   Physics Research Laboratory  
 

Appreciation From Sports Director, 

Ahmad Sa’id 
 

The Sports Director, Malam Tijjani Salisu Sa’id 

on behalf of his two Deputy Directors and the 

entire staff of the Directorate wishes to express 

sincere appreciation to all members of staff 

football team over the novelty football match 

organized to congratulate him and Dr. M. Y. 

Waziri over their appointments as Sports 

Director and Deputy Sports Director, in-charge 

of games, respectively. 
 

“The Directorate is deeply elated and honoured 

by your goodwill gesture and it remains 

indepted to your kindness and together we shall 

put our hands together to reposition sporting 

activities of Bayero University, Kano,” he 

added. 
 

Wedding Fatiha 
 

It is with great pleasure and gratitude to 

Almighty Allah that I, Professor Abubakar 

Adamu Rasheed, mni, MFR invite members of 

the University community, on behalf of my 

family and that of Dr. Mas’ud Adamu Kazaure, 

to the Wedding fatiha of our children: 
 

Hauwa Abubakar Rasheed and Muzakkir 

Mas’ud Kazaure, scheduled to take place, Insha 

Allah, as follow: 
 

Date:   Saturday, 20
th

 December, 2014  

Time:     11:00am prompt 
 

Venue:   Bayero University Juma’a Masjid, Old 

Campus. 
 

We understand the problem of travel these days 

but hope you will be able to honour us with your 

presence. In the event you are unable to, please 

pray for the couple and for the successful 

conduct of the event. 
 

Lost Items 
 

1) A wallet containing BUK I.D. card, M.S.S.N 

I.D. card, Mass Communication student ID 

card, GTbank and Ecobank ATM cards, 

National Association of Osun State Student 

membership I.D. card, Airtel Line belonging 

to Salaudeen Abdullahi I. 

(SMS/11/MAC/01212). 
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2) A blue hand bag containing purse, books, 

perfume and IPAD belonging to Halima 

Danjuma Abbas (AIS/09/15/00405. 

3)  Wallet containing BUK I.D. card, GT, 

U.B.A bank’s ATM card, patient card and 

Senior Secondary School Management 

Board identity card belonging to Bayero 

Lurwanu Auwal. 

 

4) A brown wallet containing National I.D. 

card, voter’s card, and first bank’s ATM 

card belonging to Aliyu Shu’aibu Darazo 

(SMS/13/MAC/00483). 

 

5) Black wallet contains voters’ card, BUK 

I.D. card and five ATM cards issued by 

Unity, Fidelity and Mainstream bank 

belonging to Abubakar Adam Yusif 

(EDU/12/BAE/00378). 
 

If found, please bring the items to the 

Publications and Documentation Division 

(Bulletin Office) for onward return to the 

owners. 

Found Items 
 

1. A BUK identity card belonging to Aminu 

Bashir Muhammad (AIS/11/HAU/00521). 

2. A BUK I.D. card belonging to Bilkisu A. 

Suleiman (SMS/09/DBF/01307). 

3. A BUK identity card belonging to Suwaid 

Rukayya (SMS/10/DPA/02839). 

4. A Hublot (Geneva) wrist watch. 

5. A BUK identity card belonging to 

Muhammad Abdurrashid Tambai 

(SMS/09/DCM/00780). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. An ATM card of Sterling Bank belonging to 

Hussain Garba Musa. 

 

7. A BUK identity card belonging to 

Mohammed Ya’u (SMS/09/SOC/00575). 

 

8. A BUK I.D. card belonging to Umar 

Salamatu Lawan (SMS/10/DSP/01190). 

 

9. A BUK identity card belonging to Gambo 

Hassana Danpass (SMS/08/DBF/00587). 

 

10. A BUK identity card belonging to Bashir 

Yahaya Bashir (SMS/10/ADPA/01981). 

 

11. A BUK identity card belonging to Mansur 

Muhammad Nasir (AIS/07/DAH/00080). 

 

12. A BUK identity card belonging to Aminu 

Bashir Muhammad (AIS/11/HAU/00521). 

 

13. A BUK identity card belonging to Wada 

Saminu M. (SMS/09/BUS/006123). 

 

14. An Indonesian currency. 
 

15. A Soba Local Government staff Identity card 

(PSN/KD/SOB/1639) belonging to Idris 

Dalhatu. 

 
The owners are invited to identify and collect 

them at the Bulletin Office. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 
 

 That the Environment Needs our Care and Attention? 

 That You Have to Nurture Nature in Order to Enjoy It? 

 That the Pressure on the Environment is too Great? 

 That We are Losing too Many Trees, Fauna and Flora? 

 That the University spends a lot of Money to Maintain 

 the Environment? 
 

 Plant a Tree Today and Maintain it to Maturity. 

 Keep Your Office and Residence Neat and Tidy. 

 Use the DUSTBIN to Dispose of all Litter. 
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Current & past BUK bulletins are online@ 

www.buk.edu.ng/bulletin_list 

 


